
WJEC Geology at Lochranza Centre

Some might say that the new WJEC syllabus was almost written for Arran. With rocks that span the last 600
million years of Earth’s history and a huge variety of both small and large scale structures to examine, most
of the principles and processes of geology contained within the syllabus can be taught on Arran. Many of
these exposures are relatively accessible on foot although transport may be required to visit more distant
locations.

Alongside the rich variety of rocks and structures, Arran is also blessed with several world class unique
‘must see’ sites including Hutton’s Unconformity, The Drumadoon Sill, and the Giant Myriapod trail. Sites
such as these have helped Arran reach its recent status as a Geopark!

A famous Professor once said that the best Geologist is the person who has observed the most rocks. In
this respect students visiting Arran are off to a good start. This variety also enables the Centre to tick a
large number of the requirements for the Specific Practical Assessment (S.P.A). Although this set of tasks is
important, we incorporate these syllabus requirement, along with mathematical skills into general
teaching sections.

At the Centre, we can cover large parts of two of the three sections required for the A level:
Fundamentals of Geology
Interpreting the Geological Record

Under the heading “Geological themes”, we would suggest in coming to Arran students elect to cover
“Geological Evolution of Britain”. Party leaders will also be encouraged to set students research topics
which will help in readiness for their trip to Arran.

How do we plan to accomplish this?
1) By teaching or ‘reacquainting’ students with the knowledge and terminology to describe and interpret
rocks.
2) By teaching the students the basic skills to describe, measure and record these observations and
measurements.
3) By taking students along routes which give them maximum exposure to a wide variety of rocks and
structures, enhancing their learning experience.
4) By letting students apply knowledge and skills through small and large scale investigations (S.P.A
specific).
5) By using evenings sessions to :
a) Revisit the rocks observed in the field in hand specimens, through thin section & photomicrograph.
b) Plot, Process or interpret data gathered (NB mathematical skills will be applied where appropriate
depending on time available & party leader preference).
c) Use evidence gathered to see how Arran’s rocks lie within the bigger picture.
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Overview of Day

The Dalradian rocks of Arran are situated in the area bounded by the Great Glen Fault in the North and the

Highland Boundary Fault to the South. During Cambrian times large amounts of sediment was deposited in

this basin which was subsequently uplifted, deformed and metamorphosed by various orogenic episodes;

the Grampian, Scandian and Caledonian Orogenies.

This day focuses on looking at the evidence for this.

Students will be taught how to describe and sketch rock outcrops on the Dalradian rocks between

Lochranza and Catacol and how to record these observations accurately in a field notebook. Throughout

the day students will take various structural measurements (including dips and strikes) which are plotted

onto a base map enabling them to practise mapwork skills and to investigate structures, such as the

Catacol Synform, in the field and later interpret them in a wider context.

This day works well as introduction to field geology to those new or as a refresher with an emphasis on

developing key skills essential for investigations throughout the week. Its proximity to the centre offers a

gentle introduction to outdoor learning with the option to pop back for lunch available if needed!

Full Day

An Investigation into an Orogenic event
Lochranza to Catacol (WJEC)

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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General Skills covered Rocks
Investigated

SPA’s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Using distinguishing characteristics to
identify unknown minerals

Slate / Phyllite /
Schistose grit /
Greywacke /
Shale

Production of scaled annotated
drawings of rock samples from hand
samples
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a sedimentary rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
sedimentary rocks to deduce their
environment
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a metamorphic rock
Location of geological features onto a
base map
Identification of the location of
geological features in the field using a
6 figure Grid Reference
Production of scaled ,annotated field
sketches
Measurement of dip and strike
elements

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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Overview of Day

This day investigates the evidence which can be found to support the changes in sedimentary

environments as you move down dip from the Devonian to the Permian aged rocks. It focusses particularly

on the cyclic sedimentation during the Carboniferous with the arid sediments deposited in the Devonian

and Permian a great contrast. Notable highlights depending on location are the fossilised giant myriapod

trail and fulgarite. Limekilns and coal mine shafts also provide evidence of economic use.

The wide range of sedimentary environments observed enable students to develop skills and confidence in

describing and interpreting rocks formed in very different conditions. This is firstly done from the field then

later using hand specimens and photomicrographs. Alongside the rock descriptions students will identify a

variety of sedimentary structures and fossils during the day, essential for interpreting the changes in

paleoenvironments seen.

The cyclothem sequences deposited during the Carboniferous are an ideal site for sedimentary logging

where students are required to synthesis knowledge about sedimentary rocks, environments, structures

and fossils as they carry out small investigations into the different rock types deposited. The causes of such

cyclic sedimentation are considered later during the evening follow up work.

An investigation into changing
palaeoenvironments
North Arran / Corrie (WJEC)

Full Day

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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General Skills covered Rocks Investigated SPA’s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Using distinguishing characteristics
to identify unknown minerals

Olivine basalt / Seat
earth / Agglomerate/
Orthoquartzite /
Shelly limestone
/ Shale / Coal

Production of scaled annotated
drawings of rock samples from
hand samples
Production of full rock description
of macro and micro features from
hand specimens of a sedimentary
rock
Construction of graphic logs of
unfamiliar geological sequences
Use of photomicrographs to
identify minerals and rock textures
from sedimentary rocks to deduce
their environment
Production of full rock description
of macro and micro features from
hand specimens of an Igneous rock
Use of photomicrographs to
identify minerals and rock textures
from igneous rocks to deduce their
cooling history
Location of geological features
onto a base map
Identification of the location of
geological features in the field
using a 6 figure Grid Reference
Production of scaled, annotated
field sketches
Measurement of dip and strike
elements
Application of classification
systems to identify unknown
fossils
Production of scaled, annotated
drawings of fossils from hand
specimen

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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Overview of Day

Arran is part of the much larger North Atlantic Igneous Province that stretches up the North West coast of

Scotland.

Arran is one part of the much larger North Atlantic Igneous Province whose members include; Skye,

Ardnamurchan, Rhum, Mull and the Antrim Plateau to name but a few. 60 million years ago Arran was

home to a volcano and party to a crustal tensional regime. During this day a large array of intrusive igneous

rocks are visited and their order and direction of emplacement investigated.

Whilst the days primary focus is igneous rocks additional options to investigate the Permian/Triassic

country rock are available including logging through a Playa Lake sequence and visiting a Chirotherium

trace fossil.

Full Day

An Investigation into magma type and time of
emplacement
Tormore to Blackwaterfoot (WJEC)

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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General Skills covered Rocks
Investigated

SPA’s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Using distinguishing characteristics to
identify unknown minerals

Dolerite / basalt /
pitchstone Quartz
Feldspar porphyry
/ Arkose
Sandstone

Production of scaled annotated
drawings of rock samples from hand
samples
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a sedimentary rock
Construction of graphic logs of
unfamiliar geological sequences
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
sedimentary rocks to deduce their
environment
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of an Igneous rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
igneous rocks to deduce their cooling
history
Location of geological features onto a
base map
Identification of the location of
geological features in the field using a
6 figure Grid Reference
Production of scaled, annotated field
sketches
Measurement of dip and strike
elements
Application of classification systems
to identify unknown fossils
Production of scaled, annotated
drawings of fossils from hand
specimen

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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Overview of Day

The walk from the Granite contact along the North Glen Sannox burn takes through the Ordovician and

Devonian rocks on Arran. Here students will have the opportunity to study pillow lavas, an ophiolite

sequence and describe coarse clastic rocks in detail.

This day is suited for smaller investigations depending on individual groups’ requirements and/or tides.

Examples of such investigations include:

Investigation 1: Involves visiting a small stream section and identifying the nature of the boundary between
two rocks; the granite and Dalradian. Further work can be carried out to study the changing size and
texture with distance with sampling strategies and techniques discussed and applied.

Investigation 2: Students will visit a small area which allows them to use skills developed over the course
and apply them to an investigation looking into relative dating by means of cross-cutting relationships by
mapping the different rock types and structures observed.

Investigation 3: The Devonian Fanglomerate unit provides students with the opportunity to collect
paleocurrent data in investigate the direction of deposition of the alluvial fans. Again students will be able
to select appropriate sampling techniques to gather sufficient data which will be plotted up in the evening.

Full Day

An Investigation into relative dating and chronology
An Investigation of the Cooling history of a large intrusion
North Sannox and Sannox Shore (WJEC)

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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General Skills covered Rocks
Investigated

SPA’s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Using distinguishing characteristics to
identify unknown minerals

Granite /
Conglomerate /
Micaceous
sandstone /
Spillite /
Pillowlava /
Hornfels.

Production of scaled annotated
drawings of rock samples from hand
samples
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a sedimentary rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
sedimentary rocks to deduce their
environment
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of an Igneous rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
igneous rocks to deduce their cooling
history
Location of geological features onto a
base map
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a metamorphic rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
metamorphic rocks to deduce the
pressure and temperature of
formation
Identification of the location of
geological features in the field using a
6 figure Grid Reference
Production of scaled, annotated field
sketches
Measurement of dip and strike
elements

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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Overview of Day

Fairy Dell beach and surrounding area contains sedimentary rocks belonging to the Permian, Carboniferous

and Devonian allowing students to observe rocks deposited from a wide range of environments and

energies. The beach is intersected by numerous dykes which can be studied as an introduction to igneous

rock descriptions or as part of a mapping exercise which requires students to take appropriate

measurements such as trend, inclination and thickness. The point where the two rocks meet enables

students to investigate contact metamorphism with regional metamorphism studied later in the day as

part of the Dalradian rock descriptions.

This day works well as an ideal introduction to fieldwork geology as it allows students the chance to apply

their theoretical knowledge and skills to identify a variety of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Students are also taught important geological skills such as dip and strike, field sketching and how to take

and record appropriate measurements of linear features such as dykes.

An Investigation of the different rock types
and their location
Fairy Dell (WJEC)

Half Day

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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General Skills covered Rocks
Investigated

SPA’s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Using distinguishing characteristics to
identify unknown minerals

Breccia /
sandstone / shale
/ basalt / doleriteProduction of scaled annotated

drawings of rock samples from hand
samples
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a sedimentary rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
sedimentary rocks to deduce their
environment
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of an Igneous rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
igneous rocks to deduce their cooling
history
Location of geological features onto a
base map
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a metamorphic rock
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
metamorphic rocks to deduce the
pressure and temperature of
formation
Identification of the location of
geological features in the field using a
6 figure Grid Reference
Production of scaled, annotated field
sketches
Measurement of dip and strike
elements

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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Overview of Day

This half day local excursion visits the original Hutton’s unconformity and the surrounding rocks allowing

students to investigate the geological history of a world famous site.

Here students will have the chance to follow in the footsteps of James Hutton to puzzle out and investigate

the relationship between the different rock units. By following written instructions students will apply their

knowledge to the site producing detailed rock descriptions, a graphic log, dip and strikes and field sketches

in order to determine the geological history of the site and identify the location of the unconformity itself.

By visiting Hutton’s it is hoped that students will gain an additional appreciation of the lateral thinking

required for the development of new geological theories and a greater understanding of deep time.

An Investigation of a famous Geological
structure
Hutton’s (WJEC)

Half Day

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk
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Skills covered Rocks
Investigated

SPA’s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Using distinguishing characteristics to
identify unknown minerals
Production of scaled annotated
drawings of rock samples from hand
samples
Production of full rock description of
macro and micro features from hand
specimens of a sedimentary rock
Construction of graphic logs of
unfamiliar geological sequences
Use of photomicrographs to identify
minerals and rock textures from
sedimentary rocks to deduce their
environment
Location of geological features onto a
base map
Identification of the location of
geological features in the field using a
6 figure Grid Reference
Production of scaled, annotated field
sketches
Measurement of dip and strike
elements

http://www.lochranzacentre.co.uk

